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Abstract
An infusion pump powered by body heat is investigated in this paper, with the goal of
addressing the needs of dermal wound healing. The infusion pump incorporates a Knudsen gas
pump, a type of thermally driven pump, to pneumatic push the pharmaceutical agent from a
reservoir. Two designs are considered: an integrated pump and reservoir, and a design with
cascaded pump and reservoir. Thermal models are developed for both pumps, and the
simulations agree well with the experimental results. The integrated pump and reservoir design
uses hydrophobic materials to prevent a flow from occurring unless the infusion pump is
placed on a human body. Flow rates in the μL min−1 range for the integrated pump and
reservoir, and approximately 70 μL min−1 for the cascaded pump were obtained. The dynamic
behavior of the cascaded pump is described based on the thermal models. Multiple copies of
the cascaded pump are easily made in series or parallel, to increase either the pressure or the
flow rate. The flow rate of multiple pumps in series does not change, and the pressure of
multiple pumps in parallel does not change.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

An infusion pump is a medical device that delivers
pharmaceuticals to a patient at a controlled rate and quantity.
The use of these devices in the medical field is abundant [1].
There are several types of infusion pumps depending on the
fluid delivery mechanism and environment of use. Portable
infusion pumps are commonly referred to as ambulatory
infusion pumps. The fluid control mechanisms include syringe
based, where the fluid is held in a syringe and the plunger
is pushed at a specified rate, gravity based where an bag is
suspended in the air and the infusion pump limits the flow of the
pharmaceutical, and elastomeric pumps where the fluid is held
in a stretchable reservoir and pressure applied to the reservoir
drives the fluid out [2]. For most of these pumps the mechanism
is electrically powered. If the need should arise for the use of
an infusion pump in a limited electricity environment, such as
military usage in the field or emergency situations the common
state of the infusion pump would be useless.

One proposed application of the infusion pump is for
pharmaceutical delivery to deep dermal wounds [3, 4]. Dermal
wounds can include pressure or diabetic ulcers. These wounds
typically take weeks to heal and sometimes never fully heal. It
has been theorized that a continuous supply of pharmaceuticals
may improve the healing process of wounds [5]. This process
would require a low flow rate which a Knudsen pump could
supply.

The proposed device is an infusion pump that is portable
and uses no electricity. The device uses a human powered
Knudsen pump to function that only needs a temperature
gradient to operate. The targeted function of this device is
low flow rate delivery situations such as dermal wounds. The
proposed device can provide pharmaceuticals at a consistent
flow rate until a refill is needed. The paper presents two
infusion pump designs that utilize a human powered Knudsen
pump. The first infusion pump design integrates the Knudsen
pump into a pharmaceutical reservoir and will be referred to as
the integrated infusion pump [6]. The second infusion pump
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design cascades a Knudsen pump with a separate reservoir,
and will be referred to as the cascaded infusion pump [7].

The integrated infusion pump has a reservoir in contact
with the skin. Human body heat passes through the liquid in
the reservoir to the Knudsen pump that forms the lid of the
reservoir. The difference in temperature between the top of
the reservoir and the outside temperature powers the Knudsen
pump. Air is pumped vertically, moving from the top of the
infusion pump to the liquid and pushing the liquid through the
outlet on the side.

The cascaded infusion pump, in contrast, puts the
Knudsen pump as close to the skin as possible. To permit
gas flow, a small air gap is maintained above and below the
Knudsen pump. The air is pulled in from the side, is pumped
from top to bottom against the temperature gradient, and
pushed out the other side. Eliminating the reservoir permits
a better thermal coupling between the Knudsen pump and the
skin, but requires that a separate reservoir be utilized.

2. Theory

A Knudsen pump is a micro gas pump that operates on the
theory of thermal transpiration [8, 9]. A pressure difference
is created when a temperature difference is applied along the
length of a narrow channel. This flow, known as a thermal
transpirational flow, or thermal creep flow, is countered by the
pressure driven back flow. Ideally, the narrow channel is in
the free molecular flow regime, although pumping also occurs
in the transitional flow regime at a reduced rate [10]. The
maximum pressure ratio that can be obtained from a Knudsen
pump is given in equation (1), and the mass flow rate is given
in equation (2) [11].
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where Ṁ is the mass flow rate, PH and PC are the pressures
on the hot side and cold side of the channel, TH and TC are
the temperatures on the hot side and cold side of the channel,
pav is the average pressure, Tav is the average temperature, m
is the mass of one gas molecule, k is Boltzmann’s constant,
A is the cross-sectional area of a single channel or multiple
channels in parallel, h is the channel height (for rectangular
channel cross-sections) or diameter (for circular channel cross-
sections) perpendicular to the direction of gas flow, L is the
length of channel that the gas has to travel to go from inlet to
outlet, �T is the temperature difference across the channel,
and �p is the pressure difference across the channel. The
parameters Mt and Mp are temperature driven and pressure
driven flow coefficients, whose computed values can be found
in the literature [12]. These equations show that both the
pressure difference and the mass flow rate are determined by
the temperature gradient that can be achieved across the narrow
channels. The gas flows from the cold to the hot region. An
effective method of creating the small channels required for

Table 1. A table representing the equivalent thermal circuit elements
of basic electrical elements.

Electrical Equivalent thermal
element element

V �T
R Rth

I Q
C Cth

the Knudsen pump to operate is to use a nanoporous material
[13, 14].

Knudsen pumps are attractive for applications that require
a high reliability because heat is usually easy to generate, and
the Knudsen pump features no moving parts that may fail.
However, Knudsen pumps are not very efficient [15], making
their use for body heat scavenging with only a small �T very
challenging.

3. Thermal circuit analysis

Thermal circuit analysis is a method to predict the heat flow
through a material or composite material by using a mapping
of the lumped thermal components to a set of mathematically
equivalent lumped electrical components [16]. This permits
the use of a circuit simulator for stead-state as well as transient
analysis to be performed. Table 1 shows the equivalence
between the thermal and electrical parameters. The thermal
resistance is:

Rth = t

Aκ
(3)

where t is the material thickness, A is the cross-sectional area,
and κ is the thermal conductivity. The thermal capacitance is:

Cth = mcp (4)

where m is mass and cp is the specific heat of the material.
Thermal circuits were developed for both devices presented in
this paper.

4. Integrated infusion pump

The design and operation of the integrated infusion pump is
shown schematically in figure 1. The Knudsen pump is on top
of a pharmaceutical reservoir. The skin of the patient heats the
hot side of the Knudsen pump, and the cold side is passively
cooled by the air ambient. The gas flows from the cold side to
the hot side of the Knudsen pump, pneumatically driving the
fluid out of the reservoir.

The Knudsen pump is a 25 mm diameter nanoporous
polypropylene membrane from Sterlitech Industries with a
100 nm pore size. This material is hydrophobic, ensuring that
the water in the reservoir does not wick into the membrane. The
reservoir was made from a square cross-section rubber gasket
with an outer diameter of 25 mm, 3 mm width, and 3 mm
thick. The bottom substrate was copper to facilitate the heat
transfer from the skin to the Knudsen pump. The copper was
also 25 mm in diameter. Tygon tubing was connected to the
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Figure 1. Schematic of an integrated infusion pump. The Knudsen
pump attached to the top of a reservoir. As air is pumped into the
reservoir, the pharmaceutical agent is driven out of the reservoir
through the outlet pipe.

Figure 2. Picture of a fabricated integrated infusion pump.

reservoir to serve as an outlet. The infusion was assembled and
sealed using Loctite E-20HP Hysol adhesive. A photograph of
the resulting integrated pump and reservoir is shown in figure 2.

Four devices were created for testing for the purpose of
analyzing two factors, thickness of nanoporous material and
diameter of outlet pipe. In addition, two control devices were
created to ensure that all functional devices were functioning
solely by the Knudsen pump. The two control devices have a
microporous mesh of the same material as the nanoporous
material instead of a nanoporous material on the top of
the device. The pore size of the microporous mesh is too
large to permit thermal transpiration to take place. Thus, the
two control devices should not pump the water from the
reservoir. Therefore, the control devices, if they do not pump,
will demonstrate that the operation must be from thermal
transpiration, and not due to some other thermal effect, such as
a change in contact angle or bubble formation. Two diameters
of Tygon tubing were investigated: 254 and 508 μm inner
diameter. Because the pipe is hydrophobic, a larger pressure
is required to push water through the small diameter pipe
compared to a larger diameter pipe.

In order to prevent the loss of a pharmaceutical agent
before the device is intended to be used, all ports to

Figure 3. Thermal circuit design for the integrated infusion pump.

the reservoir are made with a hydrophobic material. The
polypropylene pump is hydrophobic, ensuring that water
cannot flow out the top. Also, the Tygon tubing is hydrophobic,
preventing fluid flow until a threshold pressure is generated
by the pump that exceeds the minimum pressure required
to overcome the backpressure due to the contact angle of
the water in the Tygon tubing. There is a direct correlation
between temperature difference and pressure, and thus there
is a threshold temperature difference that must be attained
before the water will flow from the infusion pump. For human
powered operation, the threshold temperature difference
must be satisfied by a temperature lower than human skin
temperature on the hot side, and room temperature on the cold
side.

4.1. Thermal circuit analysis

The thermal circuit of the integrated infusion pump is
represented by four resistors in series, as shown in figure 3. The
top resistor represents the nanoporous material and the voltage
across this determines the pressure difference of the device.
The next resistor is for the air gap between the nanoporous
material and the fluid in the reservoir. Before pumping begins
this resistance is zero because the reservoir is full with no
air gap between the nanoporous material and the fluid in the
reservoir. The next resistor represents the fluid in the reservoir,
which for the purposes of testing is water. This resistance
and the air gap resistance change over time. As fluid leaves
the device there is less fluid and therefore a smaller fluid
resistance and more air making a larger air gap resistance.
The final resistor represents the bottom plate of the device,

3
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Figure 4. Theoretical pressure generation of the integrated infusion
pump for varying thickness of the nanoporous material. The
different curves represent different substrate materials.

which comes in contact with the skin. This resistance should
be small to transfer as much heat as possible to the nanoporous
material. Figure 4 shows the theoretical pressure the pump
could generate based on equation (1) and the thermal circuit.
The different lines represent different bottom plate materials to
help determine what type of material to use. Copper is selected
for this work because it has the highest thermal conductivity
and provides the largest pumping pressure. From this model,
it can also be seen that the thinner the Knudsen pump (top
resistor), the smaller the voltage drop across the Knudsen
pump, corresponding to a smaller temperature difference and
a smaller pressure being generated by the Knudsen pump.

4.2. Testing methods

The testing of the integrated infusion pump consisted of filling
the reservoir with water to represent pharmaceuticals, and
placing the whole device on a resistive heater. The power set
on the heater was increased slowly to measure the threshold
temperature at which water left the device. The flow rate of
the water evacuation was measured by timing how long it took
the water to move 1 cm and multiplying that value by the
cross-sectional area of the outlet pipe.

4.3. Threshold temperature results

Devices A and B were fabricated with the small diameter
pipe, and devices C and D were fabricated with the large
diameter pipe. Devices A and C had a 105 μm thick membrane,
and devices B and D had a 525 μm thick membrane. These
combinations permit all four combinations of pipe diameter
and membrane thickness to be tested. In addition, two control
devices were fabricated with a microporous membrane (not
nanoporous) which will not pump gases due to thermal
transpiration.

Figure 5 shows the results of the temperature threshold
testing. The two control devices did not function and the water
began to boil. It was expected that the control devices would
not work because the microporous mesh should not work as
a Knudsen pump, and there would not be air moving into

Figure 5. Temperature threshold results. The three left devices (red)
had a smaller diameter outlet pipe while the three right devices
(blue) had a larger diameter. Devices A and C had a 105 μm thick
Knudsen pump and devices B and D had a 525 μm Knudsen pump.
Devices C and D had a threshold temperature below body
temperature, making them suitable for use as a body powered
infusion pump.

Table 2. Flow rate measurements for the integrated pump and
reservoir device.

Nanoporous material Tube diameter Measured
Device thickness (μm) flow rate

Control 1 – 254 0
A 105 μm 254 0
B 525 μm 254 1.0 μL s−1

Control 2 – 508 0
C 105 μm 508 0.23 μL s−1

D 525 μm 508 2.6 μL s−1

the reservoir. Device A, which had the thinnest nanoporous
material and smallest diameter outlet pipe, did not pump
because it generated the smallest pressure and required the
highest pressure to overcome the hydrophobic forces of the
outlet pipe. Devices B, C, and D all functioned and both C and
D worked at temperatures below human body temperature.
The thinner Knudsen pump did not create as much pressure as
the thicker pump, as expected and shown in figure 4. Having a
larger diameter outlet pipe reduced the pressure needed by the
device which is why device C was able to function below body
temperature, and is also why device D performed the best.

4.4. Flow rate results

The flow rate of the water leaving the device was also measured
for the tested devices. Table 2 shows the results from the
flow rate measurements. Device D had the highest flow rate
followed by device B and device C had the smallest measured.
The control devices and device A did not function so they had
no measured flow rate. The reason for devices B and D having
the highest flow rate is likely from the thicker Knudsen pump.
A thicker Knudsen pump produces more pressure and the flow
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Figure 6. Schematic of cascaded pump and reservoir device. The
Knudsen pump is placed directly on the skin and the outlet of the
pump is connected to the pharmaceutical reservoir. This design
allows for multiple Knudsen pumps to be connected together to
increase the pressure or flow rate of the pump.

from the reservoir is pressure driven. The outlet tube can be
seen as a resistance to flow based on capillary effects, so a
larger diameter outlet will have a smaller resistance to flow,
which is why device C had a lower threshold temperature but
device B had a higher flow rate because of its greater pressure
generation. Device D had a higher pressure generation and
lower resistance to flow which is why it had the highest flow
rate.

5. Cascaded infusion pump

The next device design, called the cascaded infusion pump,
cascaded the Knudsen pump in series with the reservoir. The
Knudsen pump is placed directly on the skin to maximize heat
flow to the nanoporous material and allow for the usage of a
larger pharmaceutical reservoir. Figure 6 shows the layout of
this design with the potential application of use for a dermal
wound. The cascaded device also utilizes a common heat
dissipation tool, a heat sink. The addition of the heat sink
allows for greater heat dissipation off of the cold side of the
nanoporous material which helps maintain a larger temperature
difference. The new geometry of Knudsen pump and reservoir
allows for multiple Knudsen pumps to be placed in series or
parallel to manage the pressure and flow rate of the device.

The nanoporous material of the device made from 105 μm
thick mixed cellulose ester filter membranes from Millipore
with a 25 nm pore size. 47 mm diameter membranes were
cut into four squares of approximately 16 mm on a side.
Then ten of the squares were stacked and glued around
the perimeter with Loctite E-20HP Hysol adhesive, resulting
in a nanoporous material approximately 1.05 mm thick. The
bottom plate of the Knudsen pump was 25.4 μm thick type
304 stainless steel, and a black anodized aluminum rectangular
heat sink (13.5 mm × 31.75 mm, 4.83 mm fin height, natural
convection thermal resistance of 34 ◦C W−1) was placed on
top. The pump was sealed around the edges with Loctite
E-20HP Hysol epoxy adhesive. Six pumps were created in
a nominally identical fashion. It is believed that the use of
the epoxy adhesive resulted in varying air gaps between the
stainless steel and the nanoporous membranes, and between
the heat sink and nanoporous membranes, which caused a
variation in performance from device to device. Figure 7 shows
a photograph of a complete single stage cascaded infusion
pump. Figure 8 shows a break-out of the cascaded infusion

Figure 7. Photograph of a single stage cascaded infusion pump.

Figure 8. Schematic of the cascaded infusion pump, showing the
glue pattern utilized to direct the air flow from top to bottom (cold to
hot) while preventing backflow around the edges of the device.

pump, illustrating the glue pattern used to direct the air flow
from inlet to outlet.

5.1. Thermal circuit analysis

The thermal circuit for the cascaded infusion pump is more
complicated than for the integrated infusion pump but follows
the same basic principles. Figure 9 shows the thermal circuit
for the cascaded infusion pump. Thermal capacitors are used
to help simulate the time response of the heat flow through
the device. There is a resistor and capacitor element within the
circuit for each part of the device. The heat sink is represented
by resistor and capacitor 1. Resistors 3, 6, 12, and 15 represent
an air pocket within the device. Resistors 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 13,
14, and 16 are the epoxy used to seal the device. Resistor 17
is the stainless steel of the bottom plate, and resistor 9 is the
nanoporous material. Resistors 8 and 10 are the nanoporous
material infiltrated with epoxy.
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Figure 9. Thermal circuit used to analyze heat flow for the cascaded infusion pump. At the top is the heat sink, and at the bottom is the
stainless steel. The components in the middle represent the nanoporous material, epoxy, and air used to make the rest of the infusion pump.

Figure 10. Pressure data versus time for the single stage cascaded Knudsen pump design. The MultiSim results are overlaid on this graph,
showing the results of the thermal circuit simulation for the cascaded pump design. This shows that the simulation gives qualitative results
similar to what is seen in experimentation.

5.2. Testing methods

The cascaded pump was tested similarly to the integrated
pump. This device was tested to determine how much pressure
it could generate, instead of the temperature threshold. The
resistive heater was set to correspond to skin temperature. The
pump was placed on the heater and the pressure generated and
flow rate was measured. A syringe pump was used to push
gas through the infusion pump. The flow rate was varied, and
multiple measurements performed. The zero pressure point
was obtained from extrapolation of this data, in a manner
reported in [17].

5.3. Single stage pressure and flow rate results

Figure 10 shows the pressure versus time results from testing
single stages of the cascaded pump. The inlet is open to
atmosphere, and the outlet is closed with a Mensor 6000 Series
pressure sensor attached. On the same graph are the results
of the thermal circuit analysis from the program MultiSim,
which is a lumped element electrical simulator based on
SPICE. The experimental and theoretical results agree well.
The initial spike is due to the bottom of the infusion heating

up while the heat sink is still cool due to its large thermal mass.
This provides a high thermal gradient, producing the largest
pressure. As the heat sink warms up, the thermal gradient
becomes smaller, and a steady state temperature distribution
and pressure is attained. Devices 1 and 2 performed the best
with a settle pressure near 120 Pa. The other devices were
below 100 Pa.

5.4. Multi stage series results

The pressure obtained by the cascaded infusion pumps are
shown in figure 11. The results shown here are the settled
pressures of the devices, which more accurately represents
the useful pressure that the device can create. The flow
rate obtained by the cascaded infusion pumps are shown in
figure 12. The average flow rate of the single stage pumps
is 71 μL min−1, with device 2 and device 6 having higher
flow rates than the others. After the single stage data was
collected the devices were placed in series to show the effect on
pressure generation and flow rate. The device nomenclature is
as follows. The single devices were assigned a number and the
subsequent combinations of devices combine those numbers.

6
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Figure 11. Bar graph illustrating the pressure generated by individual cascaded infusion pumps as well as infusion pumps connected in
series. The pressure obtained from the pumps in series is approximately equal to the sum of the individual stage pressures. The percent error
between the expected and measured pressure is reported.

Figure 12. Flow rate results for individual cascaded infusion pumps as well as infusion pumps connected in series. The average flow rate for
multiple stages is 75 μL min−1.

For instance device 1.2.3 means device 1 is combined with
device 2 and device 3. This naming is used for both series and
parallel results sections.

Figure 11 shows the pressure generated by all of the tested
pumps in single and multiple stages. A theoretical pressure is
also calculated using the single stage data. This is done by
summing the single stage data for the devices being tested.
For example, the device 1.2 theoretical pressure is device 1
pressure plus device 2 pressure. The results show a steady
increase in pressure generation with an increase in number
of stages. The error between the theoretical estimate and
experimental results for the pumps in series can be due to
measurement error. Figure 12 shows the flow rate for the
series testing. The average flow rate for the multiple stage data
is 75 μL min−1, which is slightly higher than the single stage
average (71 μL min−1). Adding pumps in series does not affect
the flow rate of the devices. This is in agreement with theory, in
which equation (2) predicts that two identical pumps in series
will have the same mass flow rate. The observed variation
between devices is believed to be due to a combination of
measurement error and the fact the devices are believed to
have differing air gaps due to the fabrication procedure.

Figure 13. Bar graph of the steady-state pressure obtained from
testing the cascaded infusions pumps individually and in parallel.
The average single stage pressure is 94 Pa, while the average
multistage pressure is 100 Pa. These results show that placing
devices in parallel does not affect pressure generated.

5.5. Multistage parallel results

The cascaded infusion pumps were tested in parallel. The
testing method and naming method is the same as for
the series testing. Figure 13 shows the pressure results of the
parallel testing. The average pressure of the single stage data
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Figure 14. Flow rate results of parallel testing including single stage data. The percent error between the expected and measured flow rates
are reported.

is 94 Pa and the average pressure of the parallel multistage
devices is 100 Pa. In addition, it can be observed that the
multiple stage results are approximately equal to the average
of the single stage results used in the test. These results
demonstrate that putting the infusion pumps in parallel does
not affect the pressure generated, as expected theoretically.
Figure 14 shows the flow rate data for the parallel testing
including the single stage cascaded infusion pumps, cascaded
infusion pumps in parallel, and the theoretical flow rate
obtained by adding the measured flow rates of the single
stage pumps. This data shows that by placing the cascaded
infusion pumps in parallel the flow rate will increase linearly.
The fact that figure 13 does not show a single pressure, and
figure 14 does not show a perfectly linear increase for all cases,
is believed to be primarily due to differences in fabrication.
The air gap between the stainless steel and nanoporous
membrane is believed to vary from device to device, resulting
in different temperature drops across the air gap, and thus
resulting in differing temperatures across the nanoporous
membranes.

6. Conclusion

The two device designs in this paper describe a potential
human powered Knudsen pump that can be used to pressurize
an infusion pump reservoir. The first design integrated a
Knudsen pump with a reservoir to create an integrated infusion
pump. This pump features a hydrophobic coating at the
pharmaceutical outlet, as well as a hydrophobic coating on
the Knudsen pump membrane, to keep the pharmaceutical
agents in place until the pump is actuated by being placed
on a human body. The second design, the cascaded infusion
pump, cascaded the Knudsen pump in series with a reservoir to
allow for greater heat harnessing and to permit multiple pumps
to be combined in series or parallel. Test results demonstrate
that multiple stages may be cascaded in series to increase the
pressure generated without affecting the flow rate, or placed in
parallel to increase the flow rate without affecting the pressure,
in agreement with theory. Thermal models were generated
for the devices that match the pump performance, permitting
changes in the geometry to be predictable. Thus, the device
geometry can be tailored to provide the required pressure and
flow rate for an application.

The measured flow rates are only in the single digit
μL min−1 for the integrated infusion pump. The measured

flow rates for a single stage of the cascaded infusion pump are
on the order of 70 μL min−1. These flow rates are believed to
be sufficient for delivering pharmaceutical agents to a dermal
wound to enhance the healing process. The reason the cascaded
infusion pump has a much higher flow rate is because the
nanoporous membrane can be placed closer to the skin, and
there is a small thermal conductance from the skin to the air,
generating a higher heat flow and therefore a higher �T across
the nanoporous membrane.
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